Kiyan wins hearts of Delhi Gourmands with a new menu

New Delhi, September 10, 2015: Kiyan at Dusit Devarana New Delhi ascertains its presence in world cuisine scene by
redefining its menu especially for gourmet lovers of South Delhi and National Capital Region (NCR), the best in world cuisine that
will leave them spoilt for choice.

Set in a picturesque, zen-like setting amidst majestic Isfahan columns and surrounded by a royal blue water body, Kiyan is truly an
oasis under the 'Sky' offering a spectacular fine dining experience. The new menu curated by Chef Nishant Choubey boasts culinary
delights from Europe, the Far East and India. Every plate is its own work of art and a visual delight prepared using only select
organic and home grown vegetables, free range meats and the finest ingredients.
Speaking on introduction of Kiyan new menu, Birgit Holm, Hotel Manager, Dusit Devarana said, “In the last 2 years, Kiyan has
successfully established itself as the destination for Delhi gourmands offering dishes that are well received by guests. Going forward
it is our endeavor that Kiyan will soon be setting new benchmarks for world cuisine in the country.”
From a wholesome fine dining to a spectacular starlit fine dining experience, Kiyan’s menu features vegetarian and non-vegetarian
pre-fixed meals along with an elaborate A’ la carte menu. The chef recreates some classic dishes with select, home grown organic
vegetables and free range meats in Chef Nishant’s signature style. The popular menu items include some all-time favorites like
Achari Rajma ki Khichdi, Masala Pork Belly, Baby Back Ribs, Andaman Kasoori Machhis, Quinoa salad, to name a few.
Reservations can be made by contacting the hotel directly at 011-30158657 or via the Dusit Devarana New Delhi’s online
reservations service (www.devarana.in)

DUSIT DEVARANA NEW DELHI
Catering to the high-powered, discerning sophisticate, Dusit Devarana New Delhi is a significant niche offering that leverages Dusit
Hotels and Resorts, Thailand’s leading premier hotel company’s rich cultural heritage and history of service excellence and Bird
Group’s intellectual expertise as well as network to offer an intimate, high-end sanctuary experience. The resort reflects the ultimate
in luxury and refinement, providing an enriching experience through artistic touch points and a modern yet timeless aesthetic.
Sprawling over eight acres of greens and water bodies including a 102 meter pool, encompassed by over 1000 luscious trees, it’s an
ideal destination to rejuvenate your senses. Inspired by the ‘garden in heaven’ and nestled in complete solitude and serenity of
nature, the Devarana Spa is the perfect pathway to ultimate luxury and relaxation. Kiyan, the signature restaurant presents the best
in world cuisine from its farm fresh produce, authenticity in taste and a picture perfect plate. The Iah Bar is also not just an
architectural marvel but also a beverage connoisseur's destination with a host of mixology options, boutique brewery beers and new
world wines.

Dusit Devarana New Delhi is perfectly located between the historical attractions of New Delhi and corporate hub of Gurgaon, the
hotel provides business and leisure travelers a luxurious urban retreat in the heart of India.

For more information, please visit: www.devarana.in
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